TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
bGamma Software Package
FEATURES
Controls data acquisition via
detector-MCA setups
Implements different automatic
peak search methods
Provides different methods for
peaks’ continuum subtraction
Region of interest (ROI)
calculations and automatic and/
or manual marking
Energy and shape calibrations
using comprehensive data input
with visual interaction
Easy to perform and yet
powerful efficiency calibration

INTRODUCTION

The analysis of the energy spectra resulting from any radioactive sample and recorded with a nuclear radiation detection
system is still a very critical step in gamma-ray spectrometry due to its complexity, e.g. large amount of interference
between elemental emissions, presence of spectrum artifacts (sum and escape peaks), complex continuum, correct
radionuclide identification and quantification of its activity independently of the measurement geometry or sample
characteristics among many others.
bGamma software is a general purpose, comprehensive and extensive software package for gamma-ray spectrum analysis
and radionuclide identification and quantification.
bGamma software can analyze any
recorded
gamma-ray
spectrum
independently of the detector, geometry or
sample used. bGamma software package
provides all the necessary tools and
functionality for performing the detailed
analysis of complex gamma-ray spectra and
the
c o r r e s p o n di n g
r a d i o n u cl i d e
quantification from the given sample.
In particular the software allows to:
Connect and control the hardware for
correct data acquisition
Controls and visualizes the
acquisition

data

Imports
formats

file-

spectra

from

other

Energy, shape and efficiency calibration for the gamma-ray spectra
Automatic peak search and peak class identification (singlets, multiplets)
ROI analysis and calculations
Fitting of the experimental data to mathematical models, including background subtraction, peak interference
correction, etc.
Nuclide identification with separation from possible spectrum artifacts and structures
Radionuclide activity calculations

All of above in a very simple and yet powerful way. The modern graphical user interface (GUI) makes spectrum
visualization and analysis very intuitive and provides an important “visual” feedback of the analysis results.
bGamma software is a multi-document software allowing you to analyzed multiple-spectra at the same time and/or
acquire data from several connected detectors.
The large quantity and variety of calculation algorithms implemented into bGamma allows you to analyze a broad range
of gamma-ray spectra independently of the detector used, e.g. from high-resolution Ge spectra to medium resolution
scintillator spectra from LaBr3 or the vastly-used NaI(Tl).
bGamma software runs seamlessly on MS Windows ® , Linux™or macOS® .

Implements several spectrum
analysis fitting methods,
including Bayesian fitting. This
wide choice of analysis methods
warranties the success and/or
suitability of spectrum analysis
for any kind of gamma-ray
spectrum and analysis needs
Fitting and mathematical model
parameters are at hand for their
quick changes and optimization
Visual distinction and marking of
ROIs and peaks in the
spectrum. Multiple peak
labelling implementation
Advanced graphical user
interface (GUI) that can be set
to user’s preferences
Advanced spectrum cursor
showing satellite or spectrum
artifacts
Multi-document design with full
data synchronization
Great traceability, saving all
information into XML-formatted
files (*.gxml)
Import spectrum from other
formats. E.g. Ortec (chn) and
Canberra (*.cnf) files
Customizable analysis reports,
including fully colored and HTML
-formatted tables
Quantification via different
methods
Provision of full radionuclide
library based on internationally
well-know and maintained
“NuDat” nuclear data files
The software is multi-platform
and runs seamlessly under MS
Windows®, macOS® or Linux™

